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          We are an

          IDEA!

          Do you have the vision to go digital with your business?

            We have the passion to DESIGN, DEVELOP, TEST, OPTIMIZE and DELIVER the best solutions that exceed your expectations. Ready to see how?
          

           let's start
        

        
          
            Call Us :  +1 647 673 8685
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                  Graphic Design

                  We create and merge symbols 

                  
                    images and code the front end using the latest techniques to create User Experience that stands out.
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                  Web Design

                  We create the appearance, layout

                  
                    and code the front end using the latest techniques to create User Experience that stands out. 
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                  Web Development

                  We are experts in developing most  

                  
                    optimized backends that works seamlessly on all devices.
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                  SEO Optimization

                  We optimize the websites to help

                  
                    them organically appear in search engines which in turn improve the visibility and boost traffic.
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                  Mobile Applications

                  Responsive websites are great

                  
                    but we also create mobile applications that matches your website’s theme but gives you an advantage of high engagement with your customers.
                  

                  Read More

                
	
                  
                    
                               
                    
                    

                  

                  Digital Marketing

                  Looking to boost your sales instantly? 

                  
                    Target your potential customers through various digital channels such as Google Ads, Facebook Ads, LinkedIn Ads, Email campaigns, etc. We create a strategy that best suits your needs and helps you in the long term to build your customer base.
                  

                  Read More
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      								Take a look at some of our awesome work

      								UI/UX are the base of any digital asset, whether it's a website or mobile application See some of our aesthetically designed portfolios
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            	Previous Projects

            	Industries we served

          

          
     
          
                    
          	
          		
          			AG Collins Solutions

          			AG Collins Solutions was founded by long-time friends in response to the 2020 global pandemic. provides customized cleaning, disinfecting and facility management solutions to suit your needs.
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          			Chop and Serve

          			The client is a graduate of Escoffie School Of Culinary Arts and  Le Cordon Bleu, in cuisine and pastry arts, he is certified as an Executive Chef and has a Culinary Instructor designation.
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          			GTA Machining

          			GTA Machining Solutions is a custom CNC machine shop located in Mississauga near Toronto Pearson Airport, Ontario. 30+ years of experience in CNC and conventional precision machining and fabricating.
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          			RN Immigration Con.

          			Client immigration and citizenship process can help streamline families and individuals wanting to become permanent residents or seeking to travel to Canada to visit, work, or study.
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              				About us

              				Why we are different? 

              				We work backwards. Customer or Visitor is always our area of focus. We make sure that the designs are created in a way that facilitates the visitor to quickly find the relevant products or services and help them smoothly proceed to checkout or inquire about the services offered. 
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            Get your Custom website done with us,

            Your website is not merely web pages, it's a brand, its your digital presence that attracts the customers and provide them the best user experience to easily navigate through the products and services offered.
            

            With a choice of user-friendly platforms to make the edits easier in the future, discuss with us about the needs of your business and we will bring your ideas to life. We are dedicated and passionate towards pixel perfect creation for websites for growth and digital success of your business.

          

        

      
      
      
      
        
        	
            	
              		We believe in long term relations and we sincerely practice our three foundational pillars

            	

          	

          
            
              
                
                  
                    
                                     
                  

                  
                    
                      Superior Quality

                      First, we believe in providing the best quality even if it means number of revisions.

                      
                    

                  

                  

                

              

              
                
                  
                    
                                 
                    

                    
                      
                        Timely Delivery

                        Second, we always adhere to the timelines of the project. 
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                        Continuous Support

                        Third, we make sure that a relation once established goes a long way and we strive to provide continuous support to all our clients.
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            Testimonials

            What our clients say us on Upwork
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                              Heston Glenn
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                              Sandeep was wonderful and quite helpful. She also worked to make sure our lines of communication were clear, which can be difficult through e-mail. Her team deals with various platforms of web development and client can get solutions for all web needs at single place. I would definitely get all my web services done with her team in future.
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                              Andrea Shepherd
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                              Excellent to work with, am going to hire again for other tasks. She was ready to help all the time at very nominal prices. Very understanding and good human as well!
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                              Taha jiwaji

                            

                            
                              [image: quote_img] 
                              Sandeep, did a very good job. She went well above the call of duty and ensured that I was 100% satisfied with all of the design modifications. She was available whenever I need her and you would be happy if you hired her.
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                              Smith Wesson
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                              Sandeep did a perfect job! She did the job that a few other programmers were unable to do! Overall experience was awesome, I will definitely work with her again!
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                              Beatrice Johnston

                            

                            
                              [image: quote_img]  
                              Sandeep is looking after server support to website maintenance work. She is creating designs, wordpress, shopify all the backends for my websites from scratch. Her customization work is super, pin perfect. Sandeep did a good job and I am sure I will keep getting her services in futurePin perfect.
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                              Mark Wilson
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                              I work with Sandeep Saini for many years and I have always received great service. She has always been very helpful and such a kind person. My restaurant website “Chop and Serve” is always taken care of by Sandeep
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                              Mark Olsan
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                              Sandeep’s team is Super fast, super talented! Thanks for your good work. Always ready to incorporate customer’s ideas and give them a shape. Best web and customer service.
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                              Sharon S

                            

                            
                              [image: quote_img] 
                              Loved working with you Sandeep, Good job! Very responsive. Very professional. Good knowledge of web development. There were many scripts, she read the scripts very carefully and did the best. Very genuine prices for every work.
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                              Brandon Davis

                            

                            
                              [image: quote_img]                            
                              Sandeep, worked very hard and was able to completely restore the site. She is a very dedicated worker and you would be very happy to have her on your team. She restored the website that was having virus on it. I am getting her web services for long time and looking for a long, good relationship in future. She is very friendly and helping and moreover, very talented in web field. Thanks!
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